NINE FUNDAMENTAL RULES
OF THE DIVINE NATURAL LAW AND ORDER
(Excerpts from The Warshal by Philip Sauvage, 2001)
RULE 1. The absolute sacredness of Life. There is no other reflection of the only true “God” but within the “Divine Natural Order.” All
Natural laws are divine in origin.
RULE 2. The way by which the Divine insufflates this Universe, which looks like a “balloon” with one unique, and yet multiple, “valve of
insufflation.” This “valve” is the Inward Divine Source, the Transcendence Within, which, in logical accordance to the polycentric
expansion of this universe, lies within each of us, within each of all living things. The more one goes deeper toward the Source, the
more one is getting close to the Absolute Divine. Conversely, the more one goes toward the macroscopic outer domain, the farther one
gets from the Divine Source.
RULE 3. The fundamental opposition between radically opposed and yet complementary forces, the “forces of unification” and the
“forces of separation”. The first ones are more potent when one goes deeper into the nano-domain from within and the second ones get
increasingly prevalent when one goes farther inside of the macro-domain from without.... Evil is when the “forces of separation” begin to
insufflate some sort of “reverse consciousness”, that from simple bio-separation reaches the point of bio-opposition.
RULE 4. At the very same time evil appears, “counter-evil forces” are also simultaneously “engineered.” Since then, from a mere
opposition between the “forces of unification” and the “forces of separation”, there is an additional conflict between the “forces of good
and evil,” “Light and darkness.” Justice, fundamentally Divine and Transcendent in origin represents the Sacred Primordial Oneness.
RULE 5. Although there are extremely potent “external forces”, both of “Light” and “Darkness,” with a dramatically strong prevalence of
the second ones at the human level, the only True Divine lies within. The “forces of Light” abide to the Inward Divine Source, when the
“forces of darkness” oppose it, often quite effectively.
RULE 6. The sixth rule is that there is no “afterlife”, proper, outside of Life. “Hell” is where we are. There are fundamental systems of
“cosmic accountability”, indeed of “reward” and “punishment”, but they are within Life itself. Furthermore, there is no fundamental
separation between this Life and the true “Afterlife”. There is Divine Immanent Life and Divine Transcendent Life; the distinction is a
matter of degree not of semantic opposition. What we do in this life, in all our immanent lives, directly reverberates on who we are and
what we do in our possible Transcendental “Afterlife”.
RULE 7. There is no such thing as “freewill”. Save absolute obedience to the fundamental Sacredness of Life and to the Inward Divine
Source, there is such a thing as a “good choice”. Any choice is inherently oppositional. Our only legitimate “Freewill” is unconditional
acceptance of our role within the Divine Plan and the sacred consciousness of our final renouncing the idea of making “wrong choices”
(the greatest pleonasm…) and “sinning” against the Divine Natural Order, which we are meant to protect and serve.
RULE 8. When true Religion should be to unite or reunite the “creatures” with the “Creator” (or “Creatrix”), all human “religions” are
fundamentally established to separate us from the unique Source of Divine Life and Divine Justice. Sometimes unknowingly but, more
usually, in full criminal acknowledgement of it, human “religions” force people to “look outward” in order to attain the “divine”. By doing
so, they actually make man secede from the True Divine Within and redirect his legitimate “Spiritual Thirst” from the True “God” of Life
and of Justice to the false “outward god” of “absolute evil”. There are no “priests” nor “temples”, but within.
RULE 9. The ninth “golden rule” is that the World is not inherently irredeemable and that man is not intrinsically evil. The World is
Divine; we are Divine. There are no former sins against Life, against Justice and against “God” that cannot be redeemed, as long as
one’s level of Bio-Atonement and Bio-Commitment makes up for one’s previous bio-crimes. We may not be the only ones in this
universe, but we are still the “chosen ones”. We have been offered an unthinkable “Gift” for which we will never be capable to repay the
Magnificent Divine Source, the only one that is capable of expressing so much pure and absolute Love. When all other living things
have been conferred “rights”, such as the right to exist,the right to experience bio-harmony, the right to love and to be loved, also the
right to be protected, we have been offered the sublime gift of Divine Duties. The duty to protect and serve all other living things, the
duty to partake of the Divine Plan as sacred “Co-Creators” and the duty to abide and uphold “God’s Laws” here on Earth. Our only
“right” is that of our own awareness of those sublime privileges. There is no “happiness” outside the enthusiastic obedience to our
Divine Bio-Assignment. The unfathomable joy of our own bio-consciousness and our own bio-duties within the unified field of Divine
Love is the sole and ultimate Happiness which one would be criminally insane not to aspire to, with all his or her soul.
All those fundamental rules are not theoretical. There are ways, truly concrete and practical highways, to re-access the Divine Within, to
channel its Sacred Forces, to free and cleanse oneself from all previous attachments to evil. There are ways to reach absolute
Happiness, not in another mendacious “life” but in this one. There are ways to fight and win over evil and injustice…. There are infinite
parallel multi-dimensions and infinite parallel multi-universes. This is “God’s” Ultimate Secret Weapon.

